The staying power of the public corporation.
Has the publicly held corporation out-lived its usefulness? In HBR's September-October 1989 issue, Michael C. Jensen of the Harvard Business School said "yes." The institutional shortcomings of the public corporation are so grave, he argued, that it must be considered fatally flawed. He described the emergence of a new form of enterprise-the LBO Association-that releases much of the untapped value and corrects many of the inefficiencies of large public companies. Alfred Rappaport, a professor and consultant who advises large public companies, joins the debate with a rebuttal to Jensen. Rappaport shares many of Jensen's criticisms of current strategic and financial practices among public companies. But he does not believe leveraged buyouts and other going-private transactions can replace the public corporation. This is so, he asserts, for two reasons: LBOs have a limited demand and a limited life. Rappaport argues that the publicly held corporation is worth saving. It is inherently flexible and self-renewing-properties that are fundamental to stability and progress in a market-driven economy and that transitory organizations like LBOs cannot replicate. Rappaport advances a four-point program to overhaul strategic planning, compensation, and governance to maximize shareholder value in public companies: 1. Find the highest valued use for all assets. 2. Limit investment to opportunities with credible potential to create value. 3. Return cash to shareholders when such value-creating investments are not available. 4. Establish incentives for managers and employees to focus on the critical business drivers that create value.